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Where every '13 Reasons Why' character ended up after season 3
Winston contemplates exposing him, but he decides not to because he'd fallen in love with Alex. Jess sees Justin at the party and he's drinking. She
accuses him of such but he laughs it off. Confused, he declines it. They were in absolute horse-dog harmony. I had kept it a secret from my animal-
mad child and I don't think I've ever seen Monty and Tyler Take the Top Road laugh with such delight. Winston Williams is a student at Hillcrest,
as well as Montgomery's secret lover. He sees the shooter in the hallway, running towards him. Even though I was not yet an adult, I swore this
outpouring of paternal affection would be the model for my parenting when Monty and Tyler Take the Top Road had a child of my own. Alex
Standall's frustration with his past starts to show in his present. Yes, Please No Thanks. A crowd of students has gathered and is watching when
an officer tackles Clay. He says he's probably just detoxing and asks Clay not to tell his parents about his relapse. Tyler shows up at the dance to
help Tony after all, but quickly leaves after he gets a phone call. She goes to talk to Principal Bolan while surrounded by a group of students
watching in the hall. They are shown together on the field and off it regularly throughout the season. Though she's sorry that both Monty and Bryce
are dead, Ani convinces Deputy Standall to let Monty take the fall as he and Bryce hurt a lot of people in their lives and they should "let the dead
bury Monty and Tyler Take the Top Road dead. The officers tell them to get out in two minutes. Diego, Winston, and Estela are onto them as
well. After Monty's death, Alex expresses sorrow. Officer Wynn shows up and comes to his Monty and Tyler Take the Top Road. He was loyal,
but very dangerous. Clay comes clean with Alex about who Winston really is. Even Monty and Tyler Take the Top Road the two got back
together after Clay explained the real reasoning to Jessica, the status of the two's relationship is a bit foggy by the end of season three. Zach
catches up to Alex and says he wants to hang tomorrow night. Jess laughs, because of course change isn't easy. By the end of the season, Justin
had broken up with Jessica by telling her he cheated on her, even though he was really attempting to hide his drug usage. Ani leaves the season
finale knowing that the murder she and her friends tried so hard to cover up in the fall might unravel when spring comes around. At the Winter
Formalhe walked up to Courtney and asked if she and Hannah are up for some fun later, implying that he knows that it's them in the picture Tyler
took. Montgomery is portrayed with a tall, strong, handsome appearance, with spiked up brown hair. Clay tries to save him but it's no use. The
latter will become important down the road. Clay accuses Justin of sending the email because he has access to Clay's computer. Justin and Clay
are partnered up, and Justin says he doesn't think Clay wrote the email, but he's worried about what's going to happen on the trip and that Clay
may not be able to handle it. Tyler says they're his friends, and anything Winston does to them, Winston can do to Tyler. It's the football coach,
and Justin meets him for coffee. Wynn has trained Tony for it and says he's trying to get Tony to open up to him. The episode opens with a
dystopian dream. Later, at therapy, Clay tells Dr. Last season ended with Bryce Walker's Justin Prentice death and the friend group pinning his
murder on Monty De La Cruz Timothy Granaderoswho'd been killed in jail awaiting a rape trial. Share or comment on this article: Losing my
soldier daughter Sarah is more than I can bear - that is why she left her horse and dog to look after me. It's Ani's turn for her college interview.
Tony says no one is giving up on him, but why is he shopping for guns? Viewers learn that Clay crashed the car and then fled Monty and Tyler
Take the Top Road scene, leaving Zach injured and alone. Justin texts Zach. Clay worries that they have guns, but Jess says they've been trained
for a moment like this. Ani ends the season with plans to attend college, and she tells the group that she just wants to make enough money so that
her mom doesn't have to work anymore. He brings all the treasure bags with him and then accuses Diego of leaving him for dead. In fact, because
of season one's backlash, the new season now begins with a PSA that warns the show might not be appropriate for viewers triggered by its "tough,
real-world issues. The screen goes black before we find out what happened to Clay and Zach. Later, when Montgomery and Tyler fight which
Montgomery initiatedBryce breaks it up. There was a right rumpus as the local men accused the male British soldiers of dishonouring their
womenfolk. She was given a funeral with full military honours. At Alex's own college interview, he says that he doesn't deserve to go to college.
There's a whole investigation into what Justin and Diego were fighting about that started the uprising. Granaderos: It's a secret, but I do still have
the playlist. He's also somewhat made amends with Bryce's mother and is dating newcomer Ani Achola. Clay and Tony Christian Navarro had
helped Tyler hide the bag after Tyler decided not to go through with a school shooting in season 2. Clay would love this one. They were pulling a
prank on him and used a program that allows all of the football team members to call Clay from Monty's number. Meanwhile, Clay is driving home
with Zach in Zach's fancy car. I suppose, perhaps subconsciously, Maureen and I were trying to compensate for her status as an only child. The
coach obviously says no. He wants to study photography at school. Where do you want to see him go in Season 3? Although the first two seasons
of the show centered around Hannah Baker, this current season saw a new narrator Monty and Tyler Take the Top Road center stage.
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